Art Of Dachshund Coloring Coloring For Dog Lovers
Getting the books Art Of Dachshund Coloring Coloring For Dog Lovers now is not type of inspiring means. You could not only going taking into consideration ebook growth or library or borrowing from your contacts to read them. This is an enormously easy means to specifically get lead by on-line. This
online pronouncement Art Of Dachshund Coloring Coloring For Dog Lovers can be one of the options to accompany you bearing in mind having extra time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will completely vent you extra issue to read. Just invest tiny time to right of entry this on-line declaration Art Of Dachshund Coloring Coloring For Dog Lovers as with ease as review them wherever you are now.

Kawaii Food and Dachshund Coloring Book Paperland 2021-01-12 Spend your free time on the creative and relaxing hobby likes coloring on your favorite pet. Help you step away from the computer, television set, or tablet you are attached to. So, It is a perfect gift for your friends who love pets too. Each
book has 62 pages, there are blank pages in between designs to ensure that you are not coloring on the back of an image.
Fun Cute And Stress Relieving Dachshund Coloring Book Originalcoloringpages Com Publishing 2019-07-29 DACHSHUND COLORING BOOK - PERFECT GIFT FOR KIDS AND ADULTS! This book was created for those who love to relax and color, while also appreciating Dachshund dogs, puppies, and
their owners! This coloring book is unlike any other Dachshund dog coloring book on the market, as it's all about coloring in fun designs and caricatures while also having a wonderful mandala pattern design behind each of them. Take a moment to slow things down and bring some relaxation and
imagination into your daily life by coloring in our amazing assortment design color pages that are just looking for some color in their lives. These adorable character designs and cartoons are filling up every page of the book and just waiting for you to color them in with your favorite pens, pencils, crayons or
markers. Even better, you won't just be coloring in cute and cuddly designs of your favorite things, but also a whole set of detailed and original mandala patterns that each cartoon is placed on as well. To make this adorable and humor filled inspiration color book even better, it's not only loaded with a
complete set of original coloring pages of your favorite cartoons and art work, it also has 30 original and custom created mandalas to color in as well. Some characters are rotated in different directions and might repeat throughout the book, however, their back pattern design is always unique. Another added
bonus within this coloring book, is that each page is on a sheet of it's own, so you won't have to worry about color bleeding through to the other site. On the back of each page you will also find a faint "OriginalColoringPages" message and logo design to keep the inspiration going as you make your way
through each of the unique designs and pages in the book. Details of the Coloring Book: SIZE: 8.5x11 PAPER: Black and White Coloring Pages FEATURES: Character Designs with Mandala Background PAGES: 59 Pages COVER: Soft Cover (Matte) Order your copy today!
French Bulldog Coloring Book PaperLand 2020-10-30 It's was made for bulldog addicts, by bulldog addicts, or someone who just likes to relax coloring. Bulldog in floral and mandala style with heartwarming quotes. Makes the perfect gift for your friends who are pet lovers. This book has a total of 42 pages,
contains 1 inner cover, 10 different designs with a copy for two chances to coloring, and 21 blank pages for your freestyle drawing.
Coloring Wieners S. Pak 2016-12-20 Relax by coloring your own wiener art. 15 one sided pages to choose from. Design, color, frame, and repeat. Display your wiener for friends and family to see.
Flowerscape Maggie Enterrios 2021-03-23 In this immersive new coloring book, Maggie Enterrios, whose stunning illustrations inspire on Instagram and beyond, gives readers the opportunity to interact with her artwork first-hand and connect with their own creativity. Bold florals pop on every page and leave
plenty of room for color, while intricate details keep things interesting. These designs go beyond simple florals, weaving in animals, shells and other natural elements for lush, unique scenes that provide a sense of discovery. It’s been proven that adult coloring books are the perfect way to de-stress, and
Maggie’s compositions are specifically designed to delight, engage and provide a haven of relaxation during busy days. Perforated pages and high-quality watercolor paper make it easy to display and gift personalized artwork. Maggie’s stylish, imaginative pen and ink drawings will bring out everyone’s inner
artist.
Life of A Dachshund Coloring Book #15 L. Royer Art 2009-01-01
Dog Butt Honey Badger Coloring 2017-12-31
Creative Haven Dazzling Dogs Coloring Book Marjorie Sarnat 2016-05-18 Thirty-one fanciful portraits form the perfect coloring book for dog lovers. Flowers, paisley patterns, and other ornaments highlight pictures of dogs on road trips, digging fossils, and reveling in nature.
Drinking Dachshund Coloring Book PaperLand 2020-12-09 Spend your free time on the creative and relaxing hobby likes coloring on your favorite pet. Help you step away from the computer, television set, or the tablet you are attached to. So, It is a perfect gift for your friends who love pets too. Each book
has 62 pages, there are blank pages in between designs to ensure that you are not coloring on the back of an image.
Animal Coloring Pages Coloring Pages 2019-03-13 Beautiful coloring pages with animal for all ages!30 pages for coloring with animal! Illustrations are printed on 6" x 9" pages.Coloring Pages are beautiful! Perfect for adults and for children! The images are printed one-sided with animal on to avoid bleed
through, very suitable for colored pencils. Note that markers don't work well over coloring pages grayscale, as they are much more transparent than colored pencils.
Dachshund Coloring Book 6X9 Pocket Size Edition Funnyreign Publishing 2019-08-07 Dachshund Coloring Book - Makes for a Perfect Gift or for Personal Use This coloring book, pad and journal is perfect for anyone that loves to escape the troubles of everyday life by coloring their problems away.
Whether you enjoy drawing pictures, coloring in the lines, making beautiful mandala art come to life with vibrant colors or simply looking to purchase that gift for the person that seems to have everything -- this coloring book is the perfect choice! This book is loaded with original art images on each page,
while also being displayed against an original mandala design. This means every page in the book is original, and also has a blank back side, so there are no worries about colors bleeding through. SIZE: 6x9 PAPER: White Paper with Cartoon and Mandalas PAGES: 59 Pages COVER: Soft Cover (Matte)
Book Features: Perfect for note taking, sketching, memories or day planning Printed on high quality interior stock paper Premium matte finish cover with amazing art work Great for improving drawing, painting or doodle skills A perfect gift for artists, creative kids or designers Order your copy today!
The Dachshund Hester Moult 2019-04-05 The coloring pages in this book have been created from professional photographs purchased from a reliable source. To color them, simply color over the shades of gray for a unique experience that results in your own masterpiece that looks like a painting. Perfect
for both the novice colorist and the experienced colorist! The grayscale shading will show through your transparent pigments for beautiful results. Color over the gray, matching light and dark tones to reveal lifelike shading. Saturate the grayscale with heavy color, use the lightest of touches or simply let it be.
Flood the page with vibrant brights or allow a softer color palette to emerge. As the colorist, you are free to immerse yourself in the space between black and white, explore the many shades of your imagination. The complex gray tones add variance and depth to your art, taking your adult coloring to the next
level, resulting in pictures you'll be proud to share. It may appear a bit intimidating, but these grayscale coloring books are surprisingly simple. Just let the gray guide you when deciding where and how dark or light to color. Your image will come to life with great detail and realism. You will be amazed at the
result! Features: * Full size (8.5"x 11"), white 60lb. paper * 50 single-sided grayscale images to color * Printed on medium weight paper * Fun & rewarding for all skill levels
Art of Dachshund Coloring Book Collection II Ed Delacruz 2017-07-26 A beautiful collection of dachshund illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala, Zentangles, Art Nouveau, Asian and Egyptian art.
Art of Basset Hound Coloring Book Ed Delacruz 2018-03-18 Art of Basset Hound Coloring Book - A Coloring Book for Dog Lovers. A beautiful collection of 24 Basset Hound illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color and share. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala,
Zentangles, Art Nouveau, Asian and Egyptian art.
Dachshund Coloring Book for Adults and Friend Adult Coloring Adult Coloring Books 2017-07-16 Adult Coloring Book Unique Designs to Color! COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS BEST GIFT IDEAS This incredible adult coloring book by best-selling artist is the perfect way to relieve stress and aid
relaxation while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images. Each coloring page will transport you into a world of your own while your responsibilities will seem to fade away... Use Any of Your Favorite Tools Including colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page Each image is
printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through. Display Your Artwork You can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Coloring, and Relax...
Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy button.
Art of Jack Russell Coloring Book Ed Delacruz 2017-08-20 Art of Jack Russell Coloring Book - A Coloring Book for Dog Lovers. A beautiful collection of Jack Russell Terrier illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala, Zentangles, Art
Nouveau, Asian and Egyptian art.
Dachshund in Floral Mandalas Coloring Book for Adults V. V Art 2017-09-13 BEST GIFT IDEAS This incredible Dachshund in Floral Mandalas Coloring Book For Adults by best-selling artist is the perfect way to relieve stress and aid relaxation while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images. Each
coloring page will transport you into world of insects in stunning coloring patterns you've never seen before ... Use Any of Your Favorite Tools Including colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page Each image is printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through. Display Your
Artwork You can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Two Copies of Every Image Enjoy coloring your favorite images a second time, color with a friend, or have an extra copy in case you make a mistake. Special bonus , you can download FREE Coloring Pages for our best seller Coloring
Books Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax... Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy button.
Coloring Book gonzales brooks 2020-03-23 colorful dachshund dog pop art style gift for dog lover Coloring Book For You This children's coloring book is full of happy - smiling - beautiful dinosaur. For anyone who love dinosaur - this book makes a nice gift for ages 4 to 8 years. Please note: This is not an
adult coloring book and the style is that of an ordinary child's coloring book - with a matte cover to finish. What you will find inside the book: Revised edition now contains 44 individual designs. Designs are single sided - with a variety of cute dinosaur and detailed backgrounds. Age appropriate backgrounds
for pre-school and elementary age kids under 8 years - rainbows - stars - castles - meadows and mushroom houses. A nice large format 8 x 10 for small hands to enjoy. Activities such as coloring will improve your child's pencil grip - as well as helping them to relax - self regulate their mood and develop their
imagination. So if your child loves dino - stars and rainbows - then order your copy today.
Love Dogs Coloring Book for Adults Alisann Smookler 2015-06-05 Dogs feed our souls. 25 dog lovers coloring pages will certainly feed your soul. Find the heart in each one as you color and let your creative mind take over. If you love to color, and you love dogs, then you certainly will want to add this
coloring book for adults to your collection.Dogs in this book include several mix breeds as well as a Boston Terrier, Cairn Terrier, Papillion, Pitbull, Basset Hound, Bichon Frise, Border Collie, French Bulldog, Catahoula, Chihuahua, Corgi, Dalmatian, Dachshund, English Bulldog, Golden Retriever, Jack
Russell Terrier, Labrador, Pug, Schnauzer, and Terrier Mix.
Animal Coloring Book For Kids Kenny J R 2020-10-12 Animal lovers everywhere will adore this charming coloring book Join us on a lovely animal adventure. Each page of our coloring book features an enchanting design, which lets anyone work their creative magic. Enjoy hours of tranquility as you release
your inner-artist in this world of super cute animals. Why You Will Love this Book ? Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away... ? Beautiful Illustrations. We've included 25 unique images for you to express your
creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this book? ? Double Images. You get to color your favorite images a second time, have an extra copy in case you make a mistake, or have an extra page to share with a friend. ? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own blackbacked page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other coloring books. ? Great for All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color (even if you are a beginner). ? Makes a Wonderful Gift. Know someone who loves to color? Make them smile by
getting them a copy too. You could even color together! Buy Now & Relax... Scroll to the top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.
Animal Coloring Book For Kids Kenny J R 2020-10-12 Animal lovers everywhere will adore this charming coloring book Join us on a lovely animal adventure. Each page of our coloring book features an enchanting design, which lets anyone work their creative magic. Enjoy hours of tranquility as you release
your inner-artist in this world of super cute animals. Why You Will Love this Book ? Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away... ? Beautiful Illustrations. We've included 25 unique images for you to express your
creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this book? ? Double Images. You get to color your favorite images a second time, have an extra copy in case you make a mistake, or have an extra page to share with a friend. ? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own blackbacked page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other coloring books. ? Great for All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color (even if you are a beginner). ? Makes a Wonderful Gift. Know someone who loves to color? Make them smile by
getting them a copy too. You could even color together! Buy Now & Relax... Scroll to the top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.
Art of Dachshund Coloring Book Ed Delacruz 2016-08-09 Art of Dachshund Collection - A Coloring Book for Dachshund Lovers. A beautiful collection of 26 dachshund illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color and share. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala, Zentangles,

Art Nouveau, Asian and Egyptian art. NOTE: This book contains only 26 illustrations and is printed single sided on 54 pages.
Kawaii Food and Guinea Pig Coloring Book Paperland 2021-01-12 Spend your free time on the creative and relaxing hobby likes coloring on your favorite pet Help you step away from the computer, television set, or the tablet you are attached to So, It is a perfect gift for your friends who love Guinea Pig too
Each book has 62 pages, there are blank pages in between designs to ensure that you are not coloring on the back of an image.
Art of Boston Terrier Coloring Book Ed Delacruz 2017-03-05 Art of Boston Terrier Coloring Book - A Coloring Book for Boston Terrier Lovers. A beautiful collection of Boston Terrier illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala,
Zentangles, Art Nouveau, Asian and Egyptian art.
Stress Relief Dog Coloring Book Cole Grissom 2020-08-25 De-stress with this delightfully detailed dog coloring book for adults From cuddly Corgis and galloping Greyhounds to bearded Schnauzers and coiffed Shih Tzus, dogs are our best friends, beloved family members--and for many dog owners, a
major source of support after a stressful day. Perfect for people who love pooches or animal art enthusiasts, this book provides an expressive way to relieve stress with beautifully detailed coloring pages featuring your favorite furry friends! The Stress-Relief Dog Coloring Book includes: Tons of tail-waggers-Color your way through Beagles, Boxers, Bulldogs, and beyond in this dog coloring book, featuring a wide variety of breeds in every size and shape. High-quality hound--Sturdy pages in this dog coloring book are perfect for wax crayons and colored pencils, so you can color to your heart's content.
Exquisitely detailed dogs--Bring the pack to life with 35 pages of stunning original designs in a range of complexities. Whether you're a dog lover or an art enthusiast, the Stress-Relief Dog Coloring Book gives you the creative outlet to find peace of mind.
Dachshund in Sweaters: a Coloring Book for Dachshund Lovers Puffy Dog Books 2018-08-03 A coloring book for dachshund lovers! 20 easy designs to color. Each printed on a single sided page to avoid bleeding. Details: Soft-coverSize: 8.5" x 11" (21.6cm x 27.9 cm) Lovely gift idea!
Dia De Los Perros/ Dog Sugar Skull Coloring Book Papeterie Bleu 2016-04-05 Lassie. Benji. Snoopy. Toto. Scooby Doo. Pluto. Cujo. Rin Tin Tin. Spuds Mackenzie. Air Bud. Brian Griffin. Santa?s Little Helper. The Shaggy Dog. Hooch. That dog the Soviets shot into space. B-I-N-G-O. See, you know more
dogs than U.S. vice presidents. El Dia de los Perros pays tribute to the time-honored, special bond between man and his beloved beast, el perro. Cherish all the perros you know and love as you color 30 unique hand-drawn sugar skull illustrations of popular dogs. Relax and meditate on the beauty of man's
best friend and celebrate canines with these one of a kind sugar skull drawings.
100 Dogs Coloring Book Anita Valle 2020-06-05 A cute dog coloring book for kids and adults featuring 100 cute dog cartoons to color! This adorable dog coloring book features a huge selection of the most popular dog breeds, each drawn as a smiling dog cartoon. Hand-drawn in bold lines, each lovable
doggy captures the spirit of its breed and is sure to please both kids and adults. A fantastic gift for dog lovers of all ages! Relevant Categories: Dog Coloring Books for Kids * Dog Coloring Books for Toddlers * Childrens Coloring Books * Toddler Coloring Books * Easy Coloring Books for Adults * Dog
Coloring Books for Adults * Puppy Coloring Books * Cute Dogs * Dog Cartoons
Lovable Dogs Coloring Book Brenda Abdoyan 2016-03-22 Unleash Your Coloring CreativityWelcome to a world of delightful dogs! If you love dogs and you love to color, get ready for hours of relaxing creativity. Talented artist Brenda Abdoyan presents 32 dog-gone cute designs for you to bring to life with
beautiful colors.Brenda s intricately detailed, whimsical illustrations cover the full range of doggy moods and personalities. She encourages you to develop your own coloring style with expert advice and a full-color gallery of inspiring finished examples. Printed on one side only of high-quality extra-thick
paper, each four-footed friend is accompanied by cute canine quotations and sayings of tail-wagging wisdom. Perfect for decorating with markers, colored pencils, or watercolors, each page is perforated for easy removal and display."
Art of Pitbull Coloring Book Collection Ed Delacruz 2016-09-10 Art of Pitbull Coloring Book Collection - A Coloring Book for Dog Lovers. A beautiful collection of pitbull illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala, Zentangles, Art
Nouveau, Asian and Egyptian art.
How Dachshund Lovers Curse Frantic Afternoon Press 2020-11-30 Adult Cursing Coloring Book For Dachshund Lovers! This swearing coloring book features laugh-out-loud, funny, original designs to color. Perfect for stress relief from work, relationships etc. Hours of coloring fun and at the same time
beautiful designs at home, work, in the car, while traveling or when you just want to swear! INSIDE: Sweary and funny words on every design 40 single - sided different designs to color Beautiful stress relieving designs for relaxation Perfect as a gift for Christmas, birthday or any other special occasion!
Keepunumuk Danielle Greendeer 2022-08-02 In this Wampanoag story told in a Native tradition, two kids from the Mashpee Wampanoag tribe learn the story of Weeâchumun (corn) and the first Thanksgiving. The Thanksgiving story that most Americans know celebrates the Pilgrims. But without members
of the Wampanoag tribe who already lived on the land where the Pilgrims settled, the Pilgrims would never have made it through their first winter. And without Weeâchumun (corn), the Native people wouldn't have helped. An important picture book honoring both the history and tradition that surrounds the
story of the first Thanksgiving.
Animal Coloring Book For Kids Kenny J R 2020-10-12 Animal lovers everywhere will adore this charming coloring book Join us on a lovely animal adventure. Each page of our coloring book features an enchanting design, which lets anyone work their creative magic. Enjoy hours of tranquility as you release
your inner-artist in this world of super cute animals. Why You Will Love this Book ? Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away... ? Beautiful Illustrations. We've included 25 unique images for you to express your
creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for this book? ? Double Images. You get to color your favorite images a second time, have an extra copy in case you make a mistake, or have an extra page to share with a friend. ? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own blackbacked page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other coloring books. ? Great for All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color (even if you are a beginner). ? Makes a Wonderful Gift. Know someone who loves to color? Make them smile by
getting them a copy too. You could even color together! Buy Now & Relax... Scroll to the top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.
Art of Pug Coloring Book Collection Ed Delacruz 2016-10-05 Art of Pug Coloring Book Collection - A Coloring Book for Pug Lovers. A beautiful collection of Pug illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color. Featuring artwork by Ed Delacruz inspired by Henna, Mandala, Zentangles, Art Nouveau,
Asian and Egyptian art.
Dachshund Coloring Book PaperLand 2020-07-30 It's was made for dachshund addicts, by dachshund addicts, or someone who just likes to relax coloring.Dachshund in floral and mandala style with heartwarming quotes.Makes the perfect gift for your friends who are pet lovers.This book has a total of 42
pages, contains 1 inner cover, 10 different designs with a copy for two chances to coloring, and 21 blank pages for your freestyle drawing.
Favorite Dogs Coloring Book John Green 1983-01-01 Forty-two popular dogs — collie, poodle, dachshund, others — beautifully rendered. Captions, glossary, and brief history offer fascinating facts about humanity's "best friend." 40 black-and-white illustrations. Color illustrations on covers with an
Introduction and captions by Soren Robertson.
Dachshund Coloring Book Sojon Publishing 2022-02-13 Art of Dachshund Collection - A Coloring Book for Dachshund Lovers. A beautiful collection of 40+ dachshund illustrations printed singled sided and ready to color and share.These gorgeous dog designs will provide hours of fun, stress relief, creativity,
and relaxation. This dogs coloring book for grownups features: 40+ full-page illustrations A variety of styles sure to please all levels of colorists Each dog coloring page is printed on a single side Each page is professionally composed to provide the highest quality Perfect for anyone who enjoys dogs,
puppies, nature, animals Each page is 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches Printed on bright white paper Makes a unique gift or get a copy for yourself!
Welcome to Doxieville Darrin Todd Martin 2018-03-16 Welcome to Doxieville! Meet Deuce and Diesel as they lead the dachshund pack on adventures. Deuce is reckless, but fun-loving. Diesel is very responsible, and the biggest and strongest dog in Doxieville. Together, the doxies learn that handicaps
should never hold them back in life, and they should pursue their dreams. They also learn how to count, make friends, and deal with bullies. All of the dogs in Doxieville are based on real dogs owned by the book's creators, Darrin and Trudi Martin.
Darling Dachshunds Christine Vencato 2016-05-16 "Darling Dachshunds" is the first adult colouring book from the series "Paws for Thought." It contains 24 hand drawn illustrations featuring Dachshund dogs in various settings. Each illustration is included in two sizes: one per page and two per page. The
smaller size is ideal for testing out your colour schemes or to cut out and frame. There are lots of opportunities to practice your techniques colouring cute Doxie dog and puppy faces. They lend themselves perfectly to the practice of mindfulness and relaxation! These illustrations are designed to challenge
even the most experienced colourists, but there are some simpler illustrations for some light relief! Single sided designs printed on medium weight white paper - perfect for pastels or coloured pencils. If you prefer to work directly inside the book using gel pens/markers, it is advisable to place a sheet of plain
paper between the pages to prevent bleed through. Or, you are free to photocopy these designs on your favourite paper or card for your own use.
Detailed Dogs Complicated Coloring 2015-09-14 A Complicated Canine coloring book for grown ups, dog fans and advanced colorists. With intricate illustrations by Antony Briggs that will keep coloring fans busy for hours. Featuring: 25 Breeds of dog drawn in black lines onto a black background - These
pages take less time to complete. The black background really makes your colors stand out. 25 Light grey duplicate dogs on a white background - The grey line images give you more coloring options. You can fill in the background, redraw he lines in a different color or you can scribble over the whole page.
Single sided pages with an almost invisible black and grey pattern on the reverse. Breeds include: Basset Hound, Beagle, Bichon Frise, Boxer, British Bulldog, Chihuahua, Cocker Spaniel, Dachshund, Dalmatian, French Bulldog, German Shepard, Golden Retriever, Japanese Akita, Labrador, Lhasa Apso,
Pomeranian, Poodle, Pug, Saluki, Scotty, Shih Tzu, Schnauzer, St Bernard, Staffordshire terrier and a Yorkie. Part of the Complicated Coloring series
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